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In her search for positive, healthy sexual images to help her in educating couples,
renowned therapist and author Wendy Maltz sought out “poems that inspire and
celebrate healthy sexual intimacy; poems in which heart connection is at the core of the
sexual experience.”
The result is a remarkable anthology of intimate, sensually explicit poems,
representing new voices as well as revered contemporary poets. Culled from classic
works of poetry, literary and erotica journals, and unpublished poetry, Passionate Hearts
celebrates the joys of sexual connections and expression throughout the life of a
relationship, from early courtship to mature love. These poems awaken desire and reveal
the mysterious power and beauty of sexual sharing.
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FOREWORD

t is with great pleasure that I introduce this ten-year anniversary edition of Wendy Maltz’s award
winning anthology Passionate Hearts: The Poetry of Sexual Love. This book provides a creative,
unique window into the intimate nature and pleasures of healthy sexuality. Over the past ten years
Passionate Hearts has proven itself as a poetry classic as well as a valued resource in the field of
sexuality education and counseling. It speaks to a diverse audience — people who are single, dating,
in committed relationships, or married.
The popularity of Passionate Hearts has grown with the word-of-mouth reviews of professiona
and readers alike. In a world inundated by commercially driven, non-relationship-oriented eroticism
this book presents an integrated image of intimacy, pleasuring, and eroticism. In reading Passiona
Hearts, I am extremely moved and impressed with the emphasis on healthy intimate sexualit
described in a variety of poetic and personally meaningful ways. Wendy Maltz encourages couples t
explore a wide variety of roles, experiences, and meanings of healthy sexuality. These poems identif
what allows sexuality to be loving, caring, beautiful, inviting, and even spiritual. The sequencing o
the poetry is truly creative — from the “tender meanings” of initial en-counters to the “gracef
transformations” that occur when two people have been together sexually for a long time.
As a psychologist and sex therapist I know that one of the most difficult challenges couples face
finding ways to integrate emotional intimacy with intensely pleasurable eroticism. Sex counseling an
therapy can help by offering concepts and interventions. But they often focus too much on addressin
sexual problems and not enough on enhancing sexual intimacy. This wonderful, loving book with i
message of accepting healthy, intimate sexuality is a special resource for individuals and couples.
provides the inspiration and direction we all genuinely need. The challenge to you the reader is
develop a clear, affirmative sexual voice, and together as a couple, to discover your own unique way
of celebrating intimacy, pleasure, and eroticism.
Barry McCarthy, PhD, CST
coauthor, with his wife Emily, of Rekindling Desir
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PREFACE

his is a book of passion. Take it to bed with you. Curl up with it alone — or with another
passionate heart. This is a book of poems that put the ancient wisdom of the body into words. It
is full of the little miracles of understanding that only poets know how to make.
As we perceive through our tongues, noses, skin, ears, and eyes, we learn to delight in the worl
But sometimes our deepest physical responses are so strong and connected with our emotions, w
hardly know how to convey them in words. That is where poetry comes in, and where Wendy Malt
the editor of this collection, has worked her wizardry.
As a healer, she appreciates how poetry can universalize our experience simply by being s
intimate, and she has searched beyond the predictable choices for Passionate Hearts: The Poetry
Sexual Love. Discovering gems of poetry by emerging writers as well as established ones, she ha
grouped them to show us how to feel our way through sensual experience within an intima
relationship.
Of all the freedoms of the late 20th century, my favorite is how explicit poets can be. They ca
take timeless themes and deliver them to us with the images and associations of right now. In this wa
poets are the truth tellers of the cultural body. Here, in this collection, they uncover erotic truths an
supply us with metaphors that heal as well as reveal: bold, positive, direct language for sexual sharin
Each of us is capable of passion, but the poems gathered here kindle passion. As they touch u
they deepen our capacities for touch.
Molly Peacoc
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INTRODUCTION

“What sex is, we don’t know, but it must be some sort of fire. For it always communicates a
sense of warmth, of glow. And when the glow becomes a pure shine, then we feel the sense of
beauty.”
—D. H. LAWRENCE

his book of poetry has come about through my quest to unlock the mystery of sexual love. This
not a new quest for me. It’s a search I’ve been on, in some fashion, for most of my life. As a se
therapist, I’ve made a profession of understanding and explaining sex.
As a young child, I remember repeatedly harassing my parents with question after question abo
sex. Their answers changed over time, becoming more specific and elaborate as I grew more matu
and inquisitive. By the time I was eleven, budding with my own sexual feelings, curious about tru
love, and frustrated with technical sounding sperm and egg explanations, I pressed them for mo
information about the act itself. “The woman lies on her back with her legs in the air and arms ope
and the man lies on top of her. . . .” Although my parents continued talking, I heard only an occasiona
word after this opening line. I was stunned. The image that formed in my mind was of dead bugs o
the sidewalk — lying with their feet in the air, tangled together, and parched by the sun. My fir
explicit sexual image was a major disappointment. Why would anyone want to share an experienc
like that with someone they love?
For each of us, our concept of sexual love has been shaped over many years by the sexual image
permitted and promoted in our culture. Today, it’s hard not to find images of sex in our society. Sinc
the dawn of the sexual revolution in the 1960s, we have stripped away the old, puritanical restriction
that once made sex a taboo subject. Erotic images are woven so extensively into every aspect of ou
culture that they leap out at us when we open a magazine, turn on the television set, settle back in
movie theater, or pass a billboard on the freeway. It is sad and ironic that while our sexually obsesse
culture feeds us a steady stream of arousing sexual images, many of us feel starved when it comes
understanding or sharing sexual love.
Very few of the unabashedly graphic images we see daily depict adults engaged in what we woul
describe as healthy sexual intimacy. Though many of us desire meaningful, intimate connection with
lover, most of the sexual images we are exposed to condition us to be aroused to sex without lov
Like someone who has eaten only junk food, we wind up feeling malnourished. No amount of binge
on “junk sex” can satisfy our hunger for real connection. In our enthusiasm to overcome puritanic
constraints, perhaps we overlooked the importance of promoting certain kinds of sex over others.
Sexual interaction based on mutual caring and respect is very different from sex in which peop
are objectified or exploited. Loving, intimate sex can be far more enjoyable and satisfying tha
impersonal sex. But to enjoy these pleasures of sexual love we need to know more.
Although we are naturally wired with a strong sexual drive, we are not born knowing all th
information we need to fully understand it. Most of us have questions about sex. But in our cultur
the answers are not always accessible or complete. To explore our potential as sexual beings, we nee
to understand not only the mechanics of sex, but also the interpersonal context for enjoying sexu
love. We need more images that give us models for healthy relating. With exposure to these image
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we can learn that healthy intimacy is arousing and intensely pleasurable. Instead of a cultural diet o
“junk sex” that leaves us titillated, but starved, we need lasting, nourishing ways to satisfy our hung
for sexual connection.
My quest for understanding sexual intimacy took a more serious turn when I began treating adu
survivors of sexual abuse. Many of these people suffered from crippling sexual fears and dangerou
sexual compulsions. For them, sex was often unpleasant at best. Their sexual relations left the
feeling emotionally isolated, or out of control. Healthy sexual intimacy was an oxymoron. They cou
not conceptualize it, even when I explained that it was defined by concrete conditions: Consen
Equality. Respect. Trust. Safety.
About five years ago, my long quest for understanding sexual love became more focused. I bega
an ardent search to find positive sexual images. I wanted healthy alternatives to the negative image
that surround us in our culture, so that I could show those who have felt confused about or hurt by se
that it can be very different, that it can even inspire moments of beauty.
This is a message all of us need to hear, throughout our lives. As a parent, I want my children t
have healthy sexual models to learn from as they grow older. All of our children deserve to kno
about the importance of sexual health and the possibilities for joy and pleasure that sex affords. As a
intimate partner, I want to be reminded of the infinite dimensions my husband and I can explore i
heart-connected sex. All of us who are in long-term relationships need more resources to dra
inspiration from, whether we are just setting out as a young couple or growing older with a partner.
To begin, I scoured films, video selections, popular books, and magazines for images th
portrayed sex as mutually enjoyable, socially responsible, and physically safe. I was shocked at ho
few sexually explicit examples of healthy sex I could find. The images I found — perfume ad
greeting cards, and modern love stories — were pretty weak stuff compared to the latest issue o
Penthouse magazine. Although there were some passages in erotica and romance novels that conveye
healthy sex dynamics, many of the themes in these stories still centered on impersonal, irresponsibl
or secretive sex.
Next, my search took me to the library. Perhaps the joys of mutually satisfying sexual love ha
been celebrated by writers years ago. I began sifting through classic works of literature and poetr
But these works, by and large, let me down. I found an occasional gem, but more often I was reminde
of the long history of sexual inequality between men and women from which we are still evolvin
Older poems too often lacked the mutually intimate love that a healthy, mature relationship demands
Until quite recently, male poets have dominated this genre. Too many of the erotic poems I foun
in the classic texts tended to repeat themes of objectifying, adoring, or controlling females. The Kam
Sutra, one of the classic Eastern love texts, speaks repeatedly of intimate relations between “the gir
and “the man.” In a chapter entitled “Creating Confidence in the Girl,” the text advises the man whos
young lover is reluctant:
If she would not yield to him he should frighten her by saying ‘I shall impress marks of my
teeth and nails on your lips and breasts . . .’1

Classic Western love poems are generally less graphically direct, but often just as offensive to m
ethic of healthy intimacy. They perpetuated the cultural norms of their day, especially the belief that
woman’s personal sexual experience was irrelevant; her pleasure would come in being a submissiv
vehicle for satisfying a man’s sexual desires. In “The Jewels,” the French poet Charles Baudelair
writes:

My well-beloved was stripped. Knowing my whim She wore her tinkling gems, but naught
besides; And showed such pride as, while her luck betides, A sultan’s favoured slave may
show to him.2

In classic poetry, true consent, based on a right to refuse sex at any time, seemed nonexisten
William Butler Yeats describes a man asserting power over his lover in “Down by the Salle
Gardens”:
She bid me take love easy, as the leaves grow on
the tree
But I, being young and foolish, with her would
not agree.3

Sometimes I found a poem that seemed to honor the importance of mutuality in intimacy. Bu
then I would hear something in it that echoed back to an imbalance of power. In “Invitation to th
Voyage,” Baudelaire begins to weave more appropriate imagery about making time to savor sexua
pleasure:
Imagine the magic
of living together
there, with all the time in the world
for loving each other, . . .4

But within a few lines, he refers to his lover as “my sister, my child.” I shuddered to think ho
survivors of incest and rape would respond to the specific images I was finding, and how all of u
would hear the wrong message reinforced, if I were to return to these poets for inspiration. I fe
disillusioned that the traditional “love” poets whose works I had enjoyed twenty-five years ago, whe
I studied poetry in college, were reinforcing relationship dynamics that prevent mutually rewardin
sexual love and intimacy. However lyrical or sensuous the language sounds, love poetry of the pa
lacks a foundation of equality between two partners. Without this framework, even the most beautif
poem fails to evoke relationships built on mutual caring, with both partners active participants
loving.

Even though my initial efforts to find sex-positive imagery uncovered only a handful o
appropriate works, this step in my search was important. It got me reading and appreciating poetry.
Poetry speaks a universal language. Unlike longer prose, which tends to relate more specifically
a character, poems evoke images that resonate for each of us, regardless of gender or sexu
orientation. With a few spare lines of text, they capture a world of experience. We don’t need a
advanced degree in literature to appreciate the meaning of a well-written poem. The words speak rig
to our heart. The poet’s metaphors connect our actions as humans with the larger life forces in natur
And they focus on the momentary glimpses we gain through experience. Because sex itself is
momentary but profound experience, poetry is a perfect medium for exploring the meaning, myster
and beauty of sex.
Out of the disappointment of my initial search came my strong conviction to create a resource fo
positive images of sexual love. I would locate the elusive images myself. And I would do it wit

quality, readable poetry. Accessible to anyone.
I launched a campaign to locate the works of contemporary poets writing about sexual love.
thought perhaps they, writing in today’s more egalitarian era, would be a better source for works.
sought “heartcore” poems; poems that inspire and celebrate healthy sexual intimacy; poems in whic
heart connection is at the core of the sexual experience. I advertised in national poetry journals, se
flyers to creative writing centers and writing programs at universities, and began making person
contacts with some influential contemporary poets.
As I reviewed the more than 1,500 submissions, I kept in mind that each poem had to meet th
conditions that I consider necessary for healthy sexual intimacy. I asked: Does this poem represen
mutual caring and desire? Do the partners relate as equals, respecting each other as separa
individuals? Is there a sense of emotional trust and honesty? Are the sexual interactions assumed to b
safe from emotional and physical harm? Does the poem celebrate sensual pleasures?
When these conditions are met in life, as in poetry, we are free to enjoy and explore sexual lov
Honoring healthy sex conditions allows us to safely embrace sex, enjoy it, without fear of an
negative outcomes. Only good will result. Adopting these guidelines does not restrict intimate sexu
pleasure, but rather permits it to grow and flourish.
My search into contemporary poetry brought personal satisfaction and rich rewards. I began
discover that today’s poets are very interested in helping to explain and explore sexual love. For th
general reader, the words are understandable. For the reader with a deeper background in literatur
the poems bring together some well-known contemporary poets, and some newer voices. Togethe
their combined perspectives deeply penetrate the mystery of sex.
Listen to Molly Peacock in “The Purr,” searching for new words to describe the same mystery th
D. H. Lawrence could not solve:
. . . The mysterious thrum
that science can’t yet explain awakes a hum
in me, the sound something numb come alive makes.

And poet Sharon Olds gives new meaning to familiar words as she describes “making love” in h
poem “The Knowing”:
. . . For an hour
we wake and doze, and slowly I know
that though we are sated, though we are hardly
touching, this is the coming the other
brought us to the edge of — we are entering,
deeper and deeper, gaze by gaze,
this place beyond the other places,
beyond the body itself, we are making
love.

When I read Stephen Corey’s “Complicated Shadows,” in which he recalls a sexual experienc
outdoors on a hot day, I couldn’t help but smile remembering my childhood image of insect sex. I
Corey’s very different view, the image came wonderfully alive with new consciousness about th

interplay and union of two lovers:
To hawks we’re a woodland insect,
four legs above and four below, twitching
on the ground . . . .
We are weaving and folding, we
know this soil is a great compost heap,
we are making and unmaking
light — forcing the aging hot sun to run.

The poems I have selected for this volume celebrate the positive aspects of sex, built on
platform of healthy relating. As these poets illustrate so well, we have no need to feel shame abou
sex. It’s as natural to us as laughter. When the conditions are right — when we’re feeling safe and no
humiliated — laughter bubbles up as a wonderful energy between two people. It feels good. And it
the same with sex. Appropriately, many of the poems are light-hearted and playful. Allison Joseph, i
“Learning to Laugh,” describes how lovemaking can bring forth laughter so rich “that I couldn
believe such a sound/could come from my naked body.” Yet, she goes on to tell of:
the laughs that just keep
coming, rising out of me
to stop traffic on the boulevard,
drivers slowing to listen
to the most joy they’ve ever heard.

The organization for this book grew naturally out of the poems themselves. By an almost organ
process, it seemed that they fit together into chapters about the stages of human sexual relating.
As I organized the poems, I realized that the shape of the book was a metaphor in itself. In sex, w
begin with desire and excitement, build to a plateau, experience the release of orgasm, then move o
to a state of resolution. This is the physical description we understand as the sexual response cycle. I
many ways, this act of sexual expression recapitulates all the stages of healthy sexual relating.
In a relationship, we experience the building excitement of getting to know a potential partne
The opening chapter, “Tender Awakenings,” contains poems that explore that first spark of initia
attraction. These poets write about the fears and hesitancies that sometimes get in the way of ou
desire for love. They describe the importance of waiting until both partners are ready. They help us t
understand the foundation of trust and safety we need for awakening to shared sexual pleasure.
Once both partners feel ready, they can move forward to share the playfulness and sensuality o
physical love. The second chapter, “Passionate Pleasures,” explores some of the infinite ways that tw
bodies, two hearts, might intertwine as one. These poems celebrate the intensity and ecstasy that com
from physical sharing. This is frightening, at times, to the people in these poems, just as it can b
overwhelming in real life. Sexual arousal brings with it the experience of abandon. Surrendering
sexual pleasure challenges our basic human instinct to be alert and in control of ourselves. In th
chapter, couples work through their fears to savor sexual sharing and the lasting connection it bring

them.
As a relationship progresses, partners build a platform on which different dances and expression
occur. In the third chapter, “Varied Dances,” we see sex explored in all sorts of settings. The poet
show us how to tackle the challenges of a long-term relationship. How do we remain sexual whe
beset by boredom, stress, disappointments, children at the door? How do we rekindle the spark th
attracted us in the first place? How shall we seduce the partner we know so well?
In “Deeper Intimacies,” the fourth chapter, we see the possibilities for what might happen when
couple remains together and remains sexual for a long time. The poets show us how vulnerable we a
when we truly open ourselves to another, yet how vast the opportunities are when we take that ris
The depth of emotional intimacy builds, generating peak experiences. These poems describe momen
of conscious loving, in which the self and the partner are revealed.
For those who have nurtured a healthy relationship for a long time, the final phase can transform
sexual relationship into something almost spiritual. If we are lucky enough to enjoy a long, health
relationship with the same partner, the natural aging process kicks in. Yet, even in our youth
conscious culture, some couples are wise enough to see beyond the wrinkles and graying hair, an
savor the sexual energy that remains.
Even as these energies decline with age, these couples celebrate the moments they have le
together. The memories of all that has passed between them take on a substance that counterbalance
time’s physical losses. In “Orchestration,” Jane Mayes describes an aging but no less ardent pair:
Your hip replacement mended,
my back pain abated,
our bed that seemed too small
has re-expanded.
Still another couple in “Watering the New Lawn,” by Michael S. Smith, turns gardening into
sensual, erotic pleasure:
. . . This could be our last lawn, we knew,
and aged expertise had taught us to take our sweet time.

The overall message contained in the book’s last chapter, “Graceful Transformations,” wa
something the poets helped me to understand. I didn’t appreciate this concept completely when
began looking for images that celebrate healthy sex. But in their wisdom, in their art, these poets hav
helped me to see sex as something evolutionary. What higher consciousness are we moving towar
with this sexual energy? As our bodies change with age, how do our sexual expressions mature? As w
evolve as a couple, what lasting pleasures might we create together?
Sex is momentary, and sex is transcendent. That’s the paradox. The most intense physical sharin
we experience with another person is gone in a matter of minutes. And yet, it connects us with a large
energy, a life force. Real, authentic intimacy leaves behind an inner glow that warms every aspect o
our lives. Sex reminds us of our limitations and our expansiveness as humans. We are alone, and w
are together.

Terra Hunter captures this duality beautifully in her poem “Wanting You,” as she writes:
How is it that our two bodies
made only of flesh and bone
ignite with this fire
yet do not burn?
How is it that this cannot last
will disappear into the ether
as our bones will turn to dust
and disappear into the earth?

Sexual love is connection, not only with one’s partner, but with the elemental beauty of life o
earth. Often, when the poets in this collection describe the sensual and transcendental aspects of se
they use metaphors from nature. A lover’s touch becomes the summer heat moving through a canyon
A climax becomes the deepening red colors in a sunset. An embrace becomes the soft inside petals o
a flower. The poets reminded me that some of the best images to represent the experience of sexu
love are to be found in the natural world. Healthy sexual expression is a natural aspect of life. Tunin
into life’s natural beauty can stimulate our senses and enhance sexual awareness and enjoyment.
Just as this collection celebrates the natural beauty of every stage of sexual relating, so it can b
used to inspire you at all stages of your life. Some poems will sound different to you when you a
young, and perhaps just beginning a relationship, than when you are older, and more settled with
partner.
Perhaps you will take time to read these poems together. Love is like a duet, a song you crea
with your partner. At different times you’ll each have passages to sing alone, and passages to sing i
harmony with each other. Reading these poems to each other may bring you new inspiration for th
unique love song you are creating together. The poets have offered you their gift of words. You an
your partner can breathe your own meaning from them.
Healthy sexual relating is a lifelong journey. It’s a mystery we unlock through our ow
experiences. In creating Passionate Hearts, I have found some new signposts that help guide the wa
to a world of healthy sexual loving. As these words dance across the pages and into your lives, ma
you share the joy that I have found in searching for them.
—W. M
_____________________________
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CHAPTER ONE
tender awakenings

THE TREES THAT CHANGE OUR LIVES
When I was twenty I walked past
The lady I would marry —
Cross-legged on the porch.
She was cracking walnuts
With a hammer, a jar
At her side. I had come
From the store, swinging
A carton of cold beers,
And when I looked she smiled.
And that was all, until
I came back, flushed,
Glowing like a lantern
Against a backdrop
Of silly one-liners —
Cute-face, peaches, baby-lips.
We talked rain, cats,
About rain on cats,
And later went inside
For a sandwich, a glass
Of milk, sweets.
Still later, a month later,
We were going at one
Another on the couch, bed,
In the bathtub
And its backwash of bubbles,
Snapping. So it went,
And how strangely: the walnut
Tree had dropped its hard
Fruit, and they, in turn,
Were dropped into a paper
Bag, a jar, then into
The dough that was twisted
Into bread for the love
Of my mouth, so
It might keep talking.
gary soto

SHARING
outside
a moon starting up
over a warm summer meadow:
myriads of fireflies, quietly moving &
flickering their own type of light
to each other
are moving to the slowly increasing magic
of their closeness
with this first warm night.
inside
in the dusk light
of your kitchen
quietly talking over a table,
and moving closer to each other
with words,
& then to the first time of
touching hands.
the motion of our hands while talking,
starting up a beginning
place of sharing:
a first motion of touching
with a magic possibility
of keeping the closeness
of this night,
inside.
alan yount

SPRING STORM
I stood in the doorway
for the longest time
after you left
looking at the night
listening to the night
feeling the cold
against the warmth of my body
feeling your touch
ripening on my body
It would have been too easy
to welcome you inside me
succumb to the rhythm
of waves washing over me
As much as that would be
it wouldn’t be enough
I would never know
who
was on the other side
of your skin
johanna rayl

THE RIVER
All the bright day I rode my bike along the river
gold flashing among the dizzy leaves
water clear and rushing over stones
the sound drawing me on.
All day I rode with the wind in my face
till I lost a shoe when I drank at the river
and turned to go home.
It was dusk when I entered the old
house on the hill
and you were glad to see me.
You showed me strings you had tied to a stick.
I watched you dip strings in hot tallow
again and again
while the long tapered bodies grew thick.
Then you lit two of your candles
and there in the flickering shadows we stood
between floors on a landing.
You reached to embrace me as I turned toward you
and gently your lips brushed on my lips
and gently your tongue entered my mouth
finding the way through the dark.
I stood open — river swelling inside me —
rising and falling —
walls breathing for me —
the sound of the river rushed in my ears
my legs were water (I might have fallen
if your arms had not held me).
Finally
you turned with a smile as though it were natural
and walked down the stairs
leaving me filled
with that long trembling.
When I could speak I said, Let’s walk by the river.
Then I asked, Will you be loving?

and laughed at my words.
I meant to say, “Will you be leaving?”
and then you laughed too.
A slip of the tongue, you said.
Yes, I said, a slip of the tongue.
patti tana
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